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This guide introduces a systematic approach to time tracking for employees across 
various industries, offering practical advice, tools, and methodologies tailored to enhance 
your work efficiency. We delve into strategies designed to streamline your time 
management processes, with an emphasis on adopting the tracking method that best fits 
your working style.

Purpose: Equip employees with effective time management and tracking strategies, 
enhancing productivity and accuracy in reporting work hours.
Audience: For employees across various industries who are required to adopt 
efficient time tracking methods.
Scope: The guide covers a range of topics from syncing calendars and choosing the 
right tracking method to automating tracking with AutoTrack and accurately reporting 
work hours.
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As you explore these time tracking methods, it’s essential to select the one that best aligns with your work 
habits and lifestyle. Whether you choose the desktop app for its comprehensive features, the web version 
for its convenience, the mobile app for tracking on-the-go, or integrations to seamlessly blend time tracking 
into your existing workflow, the key is consistency and accuracy in logging your hours. 

We recommend experimenting with different methods to find the perfect fit for your working style. 
Embrace the method that not only makes time tracking effortless but also enhances your 
productivity and work quality, and transform how you view and manage your time, turning it into a 
valuable ally in achieving your professional objectives.

3. Ensuring Accuracy with AutoTrack and 
Reminders

AutoTrack: Your Safety Net
AutoTrack serves as your backup, recording 
your activity to fill in any gaps automatically. 
This feature within the desktop app means 
you're always prepared, even when you forget 
to track your time.

AutoTrack can be activated within the desktop 
app settings. Once enabled, it keeps a local 
backup of your activity, which can be used to 
fill in your timesheet automatically, minimizing 
discrepancies.

The Benefits of Using AutoTrack:
> Backup: Provides a reliable and private backup of your desktop activity, reducing the 
chances of lost data.
> Accuracy: Enhances the accuracy of your timesheets by capturing every minute worked.
> Convenience: Saves time and effort by automating the tracking process.

5. Time Tracking Adoption Checklist and 
Recommendations

Checklist
Plan Before You Track
Establish a clear roadmap for your day, week, or even month by syncing your calendar and 
setting scheduled events.

Choose Your Tracking Method
Analyze available methods and choose the one that fits your workflow.

Rely on Automation and Reminders
If you prefer the Desktop app, enable AutoTrack for automatic records and leverage 
reminders to avoid missing any minute.

Ensure Accuracy
Audit your tracked time against tasks and projects to report your time accurately.

Review and Adjust
Adjust your tracking habits and settings based on changes in your work or feedback from 
the review process.

Recommendations
Integrate Time Tracking into Your Daily Routine
Consistency is key to making time tracking a habit, so make sure you:
> Set a Routine: Dedicate a few minutes at the start and end of your day to review your 
schedule and log your time. 
> Embrace Automation: Leverage features like AutoTrack and calendar synchronization to 
minimize the risk of forgetting to track your time.
> Regular Check-ins: Schedule weekly reviews to assess your time tracking accuracy, 
identify any discrepancies, and adjust your planning as needed.

Stay on Track with Notifications
Enable notifications to receive gentle reminders about your tracking goals. Whether 
through in-app messages or emails, these prompts help you maintain consistency in your 
time tracking efforts.

Adding AutoTrack and reminders to your time tracking process is a wise strategy for ensuring your 
work hours are recorded with exceptional accuracy. By allowing them to operate in the background, 
you liberate your mind to concentrate more fully on your tasks, confident that your time logging is 
precise, thorough, and truly reflective of your workday. Consider AutoTrack and reminders as vital 
elements of your time management approach, and observe as they significantly enhance your 
productivity and reliability at work.

4. Reporting Your Hours with Confidence

Audit Your Information
Use AutoTrack to compare your recorded 
hours against your device's activity logs, 
ensuring no discrepancies.

Correct Your Timesheets
Make any necessary adjustments to your time 
entries for accurate timesheets.

Report Your Hours
With your timesheets completed, report your worked hours to your employer with 
confidence, knowing that your records accurately reflect your dedication and hard work.

In adopting these strategies, you're not just reporting hours; you're contributing to a culture of 
accountability, transparency, and continuous improvement. So, report your hours with confidence, 
knowing that you're playing a crucial role in driving your team's success and validating your 
professional contributions.

2. Selecting the Perfect Tracking Method
Your work style is unique, and your time tracking method should reflect that. Identify the 
best approach to seamlessly integrate time tracking into your daily routine.

For Desktop Lovers
The desktop app is ideal for those who spend 
their days on a computer. With features like 
AutoTrack and notifications, it's designed to 
ensure your hours are captured accurately 
without interrupting your flow.

Web Version for Accessibility
The web version offers all the functionality you 
need to track your hours directly from your 
browser, complete with timely notifications, 
and without downloading any apps.

On-the-Go with the Mobile App
For those always in motion, the mobile app 
ensures you can log your hours from anywhere, 
at any time. It's perfect for fieldwork or roles 
that keep you away from a desk.

Seamless Integrations
Incorporate time tracking into the tools you 
already use with specific extensions or 
integrations, allowing for an uninterrupted 
workflow.

1. Planning Your Daily Schedule

Sync Your Calendar for Seamless Scheduling
Integrating your Google or Microsoft calendar with TrackingTime can transform how you 
manage your day. By syncing your calendar, you automatically block out time slots for 
calendar events, eliminating the hassle of manual entry. This not only saves you time but 
also ensures that every minute of your workday is accounted for accurately.

Quick Start Checklist:
> Sync your calendar account with TrackingTime
> Customize your settings to suit your workflow
> Enable the calendars you want to include

Mastering Scheduled Events
Scheduled events allow you to fill in your time entries in advance, helping you to structure 
your day and allocate your hours wisely. This proactive approach ensures that you're not 
just reacting to your day, but actively designing it for productivity.

Efficiency Checklist:
> Fill in the time entry form with details of your scheduled event

> Set the event to repeat if it's a recurring part of your schedule

> Save the entry as scheduled to lock in your commitment

We highly recommend dedicating time each week to plan ahead, blocking out time for both fixed 
commitments and deep work sessions. This not only guarantees that important tasks are not 
overlooked, but also provides you with a clear overview of your available time, allowing for more 
strategic decision-making when it comes to taking on new tasks or scheduling meetings.
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Plan Your Work and Work Your Plan
> Block Time for Tasks: Use scheduled events to allocate specific time blocks for tasks, 
ensuring you have a reserved time for focused work.
> Prioritize and Adjust: Prioritize tasks based on urgency and importance. Be flexible and 
adjust your schedule as necessary to accommodate for overruns or unexpected tasks.

Personalize Your Tracking Experience
> Customize Your Settings: Tailor notifications, reminders, and tracking settings to suit 
your preferences and work habits.
> Explore Integrations: Integrate TrackingTime with your stack (like Project Management 
or Spreadsheet tools) for a seamless workflow.
> Feedback Loop: Use insights from your tracking data to identify patterns, optimize your 
work processes, and improve time management.

Master Time Management
> Review Your Time Logs: Regularly analyze your logged time to understand where your 
hours are going. Look for trends or areas where efficiency can be improved.
> Set Time Tracking Goals: Challenge yourself to achieve certain benchmarks related to 
your time tracking accuracy or productivity levels.
> Adjust as Needed: Be open to changing your time tracking methods or routines as your 
work evolves or as you find ways to improve your efficiency.

By following these recommendations, you will navigate the initial challenges of adopting time 
tracking and eventually leverage it to gain a clearer understanding of your work patterns, improve 
productivity, and achieve a better work-life balance. Remember, the goal is not just to track time, but 
to make informed decisions based on the insights gained from it.
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As you explore these time tracking methods, it’s essential to select the one that best aligns with your work 
habits and lifestyle. Whether you choose the desktop app for its comprehensive features, the web version 
for its convenience, the mobile app for tracking on-the-go, or integrations to seamlessly blend time tracking 
into your existing workflow, the key is consistency and accuracy in logging your hours. 

We recommend experimenting with different methods to find the perfect fit for your working style. 
Embrace the method that not only makes time tracking effortless but also enhances your 
productivity and work quality, and transform how you view and manage your time, turning it into a 
valuable ally in achieving your professional objectives.

3. Ensuring Accuracy with AutoTrack and 
Reminders

AutoTrack: Your Safety Net
AutoTrack serves as your backup, recording 
your activity to fill in any gaps automatically. 
This feature within the desktop app means 
you're always prepared, even when you forget 
to track your time.

AutoTrack can be activated within the desktop 
app settings. Once enabled, it keeps a local 
backup of your activity, which can be used to 
fill in your timesheet automatically, minimizing 
discrepancies.

The Benefits of Using AutoTrack:
> Backup: Provides a reliable and private backup of your desktop activity, reducing the 
chances of lost data.
> Accuracy: Enhances the accuracy of your timesheets by capturing every minute worked.
> Convenience: Saves time and effort by automating the tracking process.

5. Time Tracking Adoption Checklist and 
Recommendations

Checklist
Plan Before You Track
Establish a clear roadmap for your day, week, or even month by syncing your calendar and 
setting scheduled events.

Choose Your Tracking Method
Analyze available methods and choose the one that fits your workflow.

Rely on Automation and Reminders
If you prefer the Desktop app, enable AutoTrack for automatic records and leverage 
reminders to avoid missing any minute.

Ensure Accuracy
Audit your tracked time against tasks and projects to report your time accurately.

Review and Adjust
Adjust your tracking habits and settings based on changes in your work or feedback from 
the review process.

Recommendations
Integrate Time Tracking into Your Daily Routine
Consistency is key to making time tracking a habit, so make sure you:
> Set a Routine: Dedicate a few minutes at the start and end of your day to review your 
schedule and log your time. 
> Embrace Automation: Leverage features like AutoTrack and calendar synchronization to 
minimize the risk of forgetting to track your time.
> Regular Check-ins: Schedule weekly reviews to assess your time tracking accuracy, 
identify any discrepancies, and adjust your planning as needed.

Stay on Track with Notifications
Enable notifications to receive gentle reminders about your tracking goals. Whether 
through in-app messages or emails, these prompts help you maintain consistency in your 
time tracking efforts.

Adding AutoTrack and reminders to your time tracking process is a wise strategy for ensuring your 
work hours are recorded with exceptional accuracy. By allowing them to operate in the background, 
you liberate your mind to concentrate more fully on your tasks, confident that your time logging is 
precise, thorough, and truly reflective of your workday. Consider AutoTrack and reminders as vital 
elements of your time management approach, and observe as they significantly enhance your 
productivity and reliability at work.

4. Reporting Your Hours with Confidence

Audit Your Information
Use AutoTrack to compare your recorded 
hours against your device's activity logs, 
ensuring no discrepancies.

Correct Your Timesheets
Make any necessary adjustments to your time 
entries for accurate timesheets.

Report Your Hours
With your timesheets completed, report your worked hours to your employer with 
confidence, knowing that your records accurately reflect your dedication and hard work.

In adopting these strategies, you're not just reporting hours; you're contributing to a culture of 
accountability, transparency, and continuous improvement. So, report your hours with confidence, 
knowing that you're playing a crucial role in driving your team's success and validating your 
professional contributions.

2. Selecting the Perfect Tracking Method
Your work style is unique, and your time tracking method should reflect that. Identify the 
best approach to seamlessly integrate time tracking into your daily routine.

For Desktop Lovers
The desktop app is ideal for those who spend 
their days on a computer. With features like 
AutoTrack and notifications, it's designed to 
ensure your hours are captured accurately 
without interrupting your flow.

Web Version for Accessibility
The web version offers all the functionality you 
need to track your hours directly from your 
browser, complete with timely notifications, 
and without downloading any apps.

On-the-Go with the Mobile App
For those always in motion, the mobile app 
ensures you can log your hours from anywhere, 
at any time. It's perfect for fieldwork or roles 
that keep you away from a desk.

Seamless Integrations
Incorporate time tracking into the tools you 
already use with specific extensions or 
integrations, allowing for an uninterrupted 
workflow.
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1. Planning Your Daily Schedule

Sync Your Calendar for Seamless Scheduling
Integrating your Google or Microsoft calendar with TrackingTime can transform how you 
manage your day. By syncing your calendar, you automatically block out time slots for 
calendar events, eliminating the hassle of manual entry. This not only saves you time but 
also ensures that every minute of your workday is accounted for accurately.

Quick Start Checklist:
> Sync your calendar account with TrackingTime
> Customize your settings to suit your workflow
> Enable the calendars you want to include

Mastering Scheduled Events
Scheduled events allow you to fill in your time entries in advance, helping you to structure 
your day and allocate your hours wisely. This proactive approach ensures that you're not 
just reacting to your day, but actively designing it for productivity.

Efficiency Checklist:
> Fill in the time entry form with details of your scheduled event

> Set the event to repeat if it's a recurring part of your schedule

> Save the entry as scheduled to lock in your commitment

We highly recommend dedicating time each week to plan ahead, blocking out time for both fixed 
commitments and deep work sessions. This not only guarantees that important tasks are not 
overlooked, but also provides you with a clear overview of your available time, allowing for more 
strategic decision-making when it comes to taking on new tasks or scheduling meetings.

Plan Your Work and Work Your Plan
> Block Time for Tasks: Use scheduled events to allocate specific time blocks for tasks, 
ensuring you have a reserved time for focused work.
> Prioritize and Adjust: Prioritize tasks based on urgency and importance. Be flexible and 
adjust your schedule as necessary to accommodate for overruns or unexpected tasks.

Personalize Your Tracking Experience
> Customize Your Settings: Tailor notifications, reminders, and tracking settings to suit 
your preferences and work habits.
> Explore Integrations: Integrate TrackingTime with your stack (like Project Management 
or Spreadsheet tools) for a seamless workflow.
> Feedback Loop: Use insights from your tracking data to identify patterns, optimize your 
work processes, and improve time management.

Master Time Management
> Review Your Time Logs: Regularly analyze your logged time to understand where your 
hours are going. Look for trends or areas where efficiency can be improved.
> Set Time Tracking Goals: Challenge yourself to achieve certain benchmarks related to 
your time tracking accuracy or productivity levels.
> Adjust as Needed: Be open to changing your time tracking methods or routines as your 
work evolves or as you find ways to improve your efficiency.

By following these recommendations, you will navigate the initial challenges of adopting time 
tracking and eventually leverage it to gain a clearer understanding of your work patterns, improve 
productivity, and achieve a better work-life balance. Remember, the goal is not just to track time, but 
to make informed decisions based on the insights gained from it.
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As you explore these time tracking methods, it’s essential to select the one that best aligns with your work 
habits and lifestyle. Whether you choose the desktop app for its comprehensive features, the web version 
for its convenience, the mobile app for tracking on-the-go, or integrations to seamlessly blend time tracking 
into your existing workflow, the key is consistency and accuracy in logging your hours. 

We recommend experimenting with different methods to find the perfect fit for your working style. 
Embrace the method that not only makes time tracking effortless but also enhances your 
productivity and work quality, and transform how you view and manage your time, turning it into a 
valuable ally in achieving your professional objectives.

3. Ensuring Accuracy with AutoTrack and 
Reminders

AutoTrack: Your Safety Net
AutoTrack serves as your backup, recording 
your activity to fill in any gaps automatically. 
This feature within the desktop app means 
you're always prepared, even when you forget 
to track your time.

AutoTrack can be activated within the desktop 
app settings. Once enabled, it keeps a local 
backup of your activity, which can be used to 
fill in your timesheet automatically, minimizing 
discrepancies.

The Benefits of Using AutoTrack:
> Backup: Provides a reliable and private backup of your desktop activity, reducing the 
chances of lost data.
> Accuracy: Enhances the accuracy of your timesheets by capturing every minute worked.
> Convenience: Saves time and effort by automating the tracking process.
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5. Time Tracking Adoption Checklist and 
Recommendations

Checklist
Plan Before You Track
Establish a clear roadmap for your day, week, or even month by syncing your calendar and 
setting scheduled events.

Choose Your Tracking Method
Analyze available methods and choose the one that fits your workflow.

Rely on Automation and Reminders
If you prefer the Desktop app, enable AutoTrack for automatic records and leverage 
reminders to avoid missing any minute.

Ensure Accuracy
Audit your tracked time against tasks and projects to report your time accurately.

Review and Adjust
Adjust your tracking habits and settings based on changes in your work or feedback from 
the review process.

Recommendations
Integrate Time Tracking into Your Daily Routine
Consistency is key to making time tracking a habit, so make sure you:
> Set a Routine: Dedicate a few minutes at the start and end of your day to review your 
schedule and log your time. 
> Embrace Automation: Leverage features like AutoTrack and calendar synchronization to 
minimize the risk of forgetting to track your time.
> Regular Check-ins: Schedule weekly reviews to assess your time tracking accuracy, 
identify any discrepancies, and adjust your planning as needed.

Stay on Track with Notifications
Enable notifications to receive gentle reminders about your tracking goals. Whether 
through in-app messages or emails, these prompts help you maintain consistency in your 
time tracking efforts.

Adding AutoTrack and reminders to your time tracking process is a wise strategy for ensuring your 
work hours are recorded with exceptional accuracy. By allowing them to operate in the background, 
you liberate your mind to concentrate more fully on your tasks, confident that your time logging is 
precise, thorough, and truly reflective of your workday. Consider AutoTrack and reminders as vital 
elements of your time management approach, and observe as they significantly enhance your 
productivity and reliability at work.

4. Reporting Your Hours with Confidence

Audit Your Information
Use AutoTrack to compare your recorded 
hours against your device's activity logs, 
ensuring no discrepancies.

Correct Your Timesheets
Make any necessary adjustments to your time 
entries for accurate timesheets.

Report Your Hours
With your timesheets completed, report your worked hours to your employer with 
confidence, knowing that your records accurately reflect your dedication and hard work.

In adopting these strategies, you're not just reporting hours; you're contributing to a culture of 
accountability, transparency, and continuous improvement. So, report your hours with confidence, 
knowing that you're playing a crucial role in driving your team's success and validating your 
professional contributions.

2. Selecting the Perfect Tracking Method
Your work style is unique, and your time tracking method should reflect that. Identify the 
best approach to seamlessly integrate time tracking into your daily routine.

For Desktop Lovers
The desktop app is ideal for those who spend 
their days on a computer. With features like 
AutoTrack and notifications, it's designed to 
ensure your hours are captured accurately 
without interrupting your flow.

Web Version for Accessibility
The web version offers all the functionality you 
need to track your hours directly from your 
browser, complete with timely notifications, 
and without downloading any apps.

On-the-Go with the Mobile App
For those always in motion, the mobile app 
ensures you can log your hours from anywhere, 
at any time. It's perfect for fieldwork or roles 
that keep you away from a desk.

Seamless Integrations
Incorporate time tracking into the tools you 
already use with specific extensions or 
integrations, allowing for an uninterrupted 
workflow.

1. Planning Your Daily Schedule

Sync Your Calendar for Seamless Scheduling
Integrating your Google or Microsoft calendar with TrackingTime can transform how you 
manage your day. By syncing your calendar, you automatically block out time slots for 
calendar events, eliminating the hassle of manual entry. This not only saves you time but 
also ensures that every minute of your workday is accounted for accurately.

Quick Start Checklist:
> Sync your calendar account with TrackingTime
> Customize your settings to suit your workflow
> Enable the calendars you want to include

Mastering Scheduled Events
Scheduled events allow you to fill in your time entries in advance, helping you to structure 
your day and allocate your hours wisely. This proactive approach ensures that you're not 
just reacting to your day, but actively designing it for productivity.

Efficiency Checklist:
> Fill in the time entry form with details of your scheduled event

> Set the event to repeat if it's a recurring part of your schedule

> Save the entry as scheduled to lock in your commitment

We highly recommend dedicating time each week to plan ahead, blocking out time for both fixed 
commitments and deep work sessions. This not only guarantees that important tasks are not 
overlooked, but also provides you with a clear overview of your available time, allowing for more 
strategic decision-making when it comes to taking on new tasks or scheduling meetings.

Plan Your Work and Work Your Plan
> Block Time for Tasks: Use scheduled events to allocate specific time blocks for tasks, 
ensuring you have a reserved time for focused work.
> Prioritize and Adjust: Prioritize tasks based on urgency and importance. Be flexible and 
adjust your schedule as necessary to accommodate for overruns or unexpected tasks.

Personalize Your Tracking Experience
> Customize Your Settings: Tailor notifications, reminders, and tracking settings to suit 
your preferences and work habits.
> Explore Integrations: Integrate TrackingTime with your stack (like Project Management 
or Spreadsheet tools) for a seamless workflow.
> Feedback Loop: Use insights from your tracking data to identify patterns, optimize your 
work processes, and improve time management.

Master Time Management
> Review Your Time Logs: Regularly analyze your logged time to understand where your 
hours are going. Look for trends or areas where efficiency can be improved.
> Set Time Tracking Goals: Challenge yourself to achieve certain benchmarks related to 
your time tracking accuracy or productivity levels.
> Adjust as Needed: Be open to changing your time tracking methods or routines as your 
work evolves or as you find ways to improve your efficiency.

By following these recommendations, you will navigate the initial challenges of adopting time 
tracking and eventually leverage it to gain a clearer understanding of your work patterns, improve 
productivity, and achieve a better work-life balance. Remember, the goal is not just to track time, but 
to make informed decisions based on the insights gained from it.
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2. Selecting the Perfect Tracking Method
Your work style is unique, and your time tracking method should reflect that. Identify the 
best approach to seamlessly integrate time tracking into your daily routine.

For Desktop Lovers
The desktop app is ideal for those who spend 
their days on a computer. With features like 
AutoTrack and notifications, it's designed to 
ensure your hours are captured accurately 
without interrupting your flow.

Web Version for Accessibility
The web version offers all the functionality you 
need to track your hours directly from your 
browser, complete with timely notifications, 
and without downloading any apps.

On-the-Go with the Mobile App
For those always in motion, the mobile app 
ensures you can log your hours from anywhere, 
at any time. It's perfect for fieldwork or roles 
that keep you away from a desk.

Seamless Integrations
Incorporate time tracking into the tools you 
already use with specific extensions or 
integrations, allowing for an uninterrupted 
workflow.

1. Planning Your Daily Schedule

Sync Your Calendar for Seamless Scheduling
Integrating your Google or Microsoft calendar with TrackingTime can transform how you 
manage your day. By syncing your calendar, you automatically block out time slots for 
calendar events, eliminating the hassle of manual entry. This not only saves you time but 
also ensures that every minute of your workday is accounted for accurately.

Quick Start Checklist:
> Sync your calendar account with TrackingTime
> Customize your settings to suit your workflow
> Enable the calendars you want to include

Mastering Scheduled Events
Scheduled events allow you to fill in your time entries in advance, helping you to structure 
your day and allocate your hours wisely. This proactive approach ensures that you're not 
just reacting to your day, but actively designing it for productivity.

Efficiency Checklist:
> Fill in the time entry form with details of your scheduled event

> Set the event to repeat if it's a recurring part of your schedule

> Save the entry as scheduled to lock in your commitment

We highly recommend dedicating time each week to plan ahead, blocking out time for both fixed 
commitments and deep work sessions. This not only guarantees that important tasks are not 
overlooked, but also provides you with a clear overview of your available time, allowing for more 
strategic decision-making when it comes to taking on new tasks or scheduling meetings.

Plan Your Work and Work Your Plan
> Block Time for Tasks: Use scheduled events to allocate specific time blocks for tasks, 
ensuring you have a reserved time for focused work.
> Prioritize and Adjust: Prioritize tasks based on urgency and importance. Be flexible and 
adjust your schedule as necessary to accommodate for overruns or unexpected tasks.

Personalize Your Tracking Experience
> Customize Your Settings: Tailor notifications, reminders, and tracking settings to suit 
your preferences and work habits.
> Explore Integrations: Integrate TrackingTime with your stack (like Project Management 
or Spreadsheet tools) for a seamless workflow.
> Feedback Loop: Use insights from your tracking data to identify patterns, optimize your 
work processes, and improve time management.

Master Time Management
> Review Your Time Logs: Regularly analyze your logged time to understand where your 
hours are going. Look for trends or areas where efficiency can be improved.
> Set Time Tracking Goals: Challenge yourself to achieve certain benchmarks related to 
your time tracking accuracy or productivity levels.
> Adjust as Needed: Be open to changing your time tracking methods or routines as your 
work evolves or as you find ways to improve your efficiency.

By following these recommendations, you will navigate the initial challenges of adopting time 
tracking and eventually leverage it to gain a clearer understanding of your work patterns, improve 
productivity, and achieve a better work-life balance. Remember, the goal is not just to track time, but 
to make informed decisions based on the insights gained from it.
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As you explore these time tracking methods, it’s essential to select the one that best aligns with your work 
habits and lifestyle. Whether you choose the desktop app for its comprehensive features, the web version 
for its convenience, the mobile app for tracking on-the-go, or integrations to seamlessly blend time tracking 
into your existing workflow, the key is consistency and accuracy in logging your hours. 

We recommend experimenting with different methods to find the perfect fit for your working style. 
Embrace the method that not only makes time tracking effortless but also enhances your 
productivity and work quality, and transform how you view and manage your time, turning it into a 
valuable ally in achieving your professional objectives.

3. Ensuring Accuracy with AutoTrack and 
Reminders

AutoTrack: Your Safety Net
AutoTrack serves as your backup, recording 
your activity to fill in any gaps automatically. 
This feature within the desktop app means 
you're always prepared, even when you forget 
to track your time.

AutoTrack can be activated within the desktop 
app settings. Once enabled, it keeps a local 
backup of your activity, which can be used to 
fill in your timesheet automatically, minimizing 
discrepancies.

The Benefits of Using AutoTrack:
> Backup: Provides a reliable and private backup of your desktop activity, reducing the 
chances of lost data.
> Accuracy: Enhances the accuracy of your timesheets by capturing every minute worked.
> Convenience: Saves time and effort by automating the tracking process.

5. Time Tracking Adoption Checklist and 
Recommendations

Checklist
Plan Before You Track
Establish a clear roadmap for your day, week, or even month by syncing your calendar and 
setting scheduled events.

Choose Your Tracking Method
Analyze available methods and choose the one that fits your workflow.

Rely on Automation and Reminders
If you prefer the Desktop app, enable AutoTrack for automatic records and leverage 
reminders to avoid missing any minute.

Ensure Accuracy
Audit your tracked time against tasks and projects to report your time accurately.

Review and Adjust
Adjust your tracking habits and settings based on changes in your work or feedback from 
the review process.

Recommendations
Integrate Time Tracking into Your Daily Routine
Consistency is key to making time tracking a habit, so make sure you:
> Set a Routine: Dedicate a few minutes at the start and end of your day to review your 
schedule and log your time. 
> Embrace Automation: Leverage features like AutoTrack and calendar synchronization to 
minimize the risk of forgetting to track your time.
> Regular Check-ins: Schedule weekly reviews to assess your time tracking accuracy, 
identify any discrepancies, and adjust your planning as needed.
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Stay on Track with Notifications
Enable notifications to receive gentle reminders about your tracking goals. Whether 
through in-app messages or emails, these prompts help you maintain consistency in your 
time tracking efforts.

Adding AutoTrack and reminders to your time tracking process is a wise strategy for ensuring your 
work hours are recorded with exceptional accuracy. By allowing them to operate in the background, 
you liberate your mind to concentrate more fully on your tasks, confident that your time logging is 
precise, thorough, and truly reflective of your workday. Consider AutoTrack and reminders as vital 
elements of your time management approach, and observe as they significantly enhance your 
productivity and reliability at work.

4. Reporting Your Hours with Confidence

Audit Your Information
Use AutoTrack to compare your recorded 
hours against your device's activity logs, 
ensuring no discrepancies.

Correct Your Timesheets
Make any necessary adjustments to your time 
entries for accurate timesheets.

Report Your Hours
With your timesheets completed, report your worked hours to your employer with 
confidence, knowing that your records accurately reflect your dedication and hard work.

In adopting these strategies, you're not just reporting hours; you're contributing to a culture of 
accountability, transparency, and continuous improvement. So, report your hours with confidence, 
knowing that you're playing a crucial role in driving your team's success and validating your 
professional contributions.

2. Selecting the Perfect Tracking Method
Your work style is unique, and your time tracking method should reflect that. Identify the 
best approach to seamlessly integrate time tracking into your daily routine.

For Desktop Lovers
The desktop app is ideal for those who spend 
their days on a computer. With features like 
AutoTrack and notifications, it's designed to 
ensure your hours are captured accurately 
without interrupting your flow.

Web Version for Accessibility
The web version offers all the functionality you 
need to track your hours directly from your 
browser, complete with timely notifications, 
and without downloading any apps.

On-the-Go with the Mobile App
For those always in motion, the mobile app 
ensures you can log your hours from anywhere, 
at any time. It's perfect for fieldwork or roles 
that keep you away from a desk.

Seamless Integrations
Incorporate time tracking into the tools you 
already use with specific extensions or 
integrations, allowing for an uninterrupted 
workflow.

1. Planning Your Daily Schedule

Sync Your Calendar for Seamless Scheduling
Integrating your Google or Microsoft calendar with TrackingTime can transform how you 
manage your day. By syncing your calendar, you automatically block out time slots for 
calendar events, eliminating the hassle of manual entry. This not only saves you time but 
also ensures that every minute of your workday is accounted for accurately.

Quick Start Checklist:
> Sync your calendar account with TrackingTime
> Customize your settings to suit your workflow
> Enable the calendars you want to include

Mastering Scheduled Events
Scheduled events allow you to fill in your time entries in advance, helping you to structure 
your day and allocate your hours wisely. This proactive approach ensures that you're not 
just reacting to your day, but actively designing it for productivity.

Efficiency Checklist:
> Fill in the time entry form with details of your scheduled event

> Set the event to repeat if it's a recurring part of your schedule

> Save the entry as scheduled to lock in your commitment

We highly recommend dedicating time each week to plan ahead, blocking out time for both fixed 
commitments and deep work sessions. This not only guarantees that important tasks are not 
overlooked, but also provides you with a clear overview of your available time, allowing for more 
strategic decision-making when it comes to taking on new tasks or scheduling meetings.

Plan Your Work and Work Your Plan
> Block Time for Tasks: Use scheduled events to allocate specific time blocks for tasks, 
ensuring you have a reserved time for focused work.
> Prioritize and Adjust: Prioritize tasks based on urgency and importance. Be flexible and 
adjust your schedule as necessary to accommodate for overruns or unexpected tasks.

Personalize Your Tracking Experience
> Customize Your Settings: Tailor notifications, reminders, and tracking settings to suit 
your preferences and work habits.
> Explore Integrations: Integrate TrackingTime with your stack (like Project Management 
or Spreadsheet tools) for a seamless workflow.
> Feedback Loop: Use insights from your tracking data to identify patterns, optimize your 
work processes, and improve time management.

Master Time Management
> Review Your Time Logs: Regularly analyze your logged time to understand where your 
hours are going. Look for trends or areas where efficiency can be improved.
> Set Time Tracking Goals: Challenge yourself to achieve certain benchmarks related to 
your time tracking accuracy or productivity levels.
> Adjust as Needed: Be open to changing your time tracking methods or routines as your 
work evolves or as you find ways to improve your efficiency.

By following these recommendations, you will navigate the initial challenges of adopting time 
tracking and eventually leverage it to gain a clearer understanding of your work patterns, improve 
productivity, and achieve a better work-life balance. Remember, the goal is not just to track time, but 
to make informed decisions based on the insights gained from it.



As you explore these time tracking methods, it’s essential to select the one that best aligns with your work 
habits and lifestyle. Whether you choose the desktop app for its comprehensive features, the web version 
for its convenience, the mobile app for tracking on-the-go, or integrations to seamlessly blend time tracking 
into your existing workflow, the key is consistency and accuracy in logging your hours. 

We recommend experimenting with different methods to find the perfect fit for your working style. 
Embrace the method that not only makes time tracking effortless but also enhances your 
productivity and work quality, and transform how you view and manage your time, turning it into a 
valuable ally in achieving your professional objectives.

3. Ensuring Accuracy with AutoTrack and 
Reminders

AutoTrack: Your Safety Net
AutoTrack serves as your backup, recording 
your activity to fill in any gaps automatically. 
This feature within the desktop app means 
you're always prepared, even when you forget 
to track your time.

AutoTrack can be activated within the desktop 
app settings. Once enabled, it keeps a local 
backup of your activity, which can be used to 
fill in your timesheet automatically, minimizing 
discrepancies.

The Benefits of Using AutoTrack:
> Backup: Provides a reliable and private backup of your desktop activity, reducing the 
chances of lost data.
> Accuracy: Enhances the accuracy of your timesheets by capturing every minute worked.
> Convenience: Saves time and effort by automating the tracking process.

5. Time Tracking Adoption Checklist and 
Recommendations

Checklist
Plan Before You Track
Establish a clear roadmap for your day, week, or even month by syncing your calendar and 
setting scheduled events.

Choose Your Tracking Method
Analyze available methods and choose the one that fits your workflow.

Rely on Automation and Reminders
If you prefer the Desktop app, enable AutoTrack for automatic records and leverage 
reminders to avoid missing any minute.

Ensure Accuracy
Audit your tracked time against tasks and projects to report your time accurately.

Review and Adjust
Adjust your tracking habits and settings based on changes in your work or feedback from 
the review process.

Recommendations
Integrate Time Tracking into Your Daily Routine
Consistency is key to making time tracking a habit, so make sure you:
> Set a Routine: Dedicate a few minutes at the start and end of your day to review your 
schedule and log your time. 
> Embrace Automation: Leverage features like AutoTrack and calendar synchronization to 
minimize the risk of forgetting to track your time.
> Regular Check-ins: Schedule weekly reviews to assess your time tracking accuracy, 
identify any discrepancies, and adjust your planning as needed.

Stay on Track with Notifications
Enable notifications to receive gentle reminders about your tracking goals. Whether 
through in-app messages or emails, these prompts help you maintain consistency in your 
time tracking efforts.

Adding AutoTrack and reminders to your time tracking process is a wise strategy for ensuring your 
work hours are recorded with exceptional accuracy. By allowing them to operate in the background, 
you liberate your mind to concentrate more fully on your tasks, confident that your time logging is 
precise, thorough, and truly reflective of your workday. Consider AutoTrack and reminders as vital 
elements of your time management approach, and observe as they significantly enhance your 
productivity and reliability at work.

4. Reporting Your Hours with Confidence

Audit Your Information
Use AutoTrack to compare your recorded 
hours against your device's activity logs, 
ensuring no discrepancies.

Correct Your Timesheets
Make any necessary adjustments to your time 
entries for accurate timesheets.

Report Your Hours
With your timesheets completed, report your worked hours to your employer with 
confidence, knowing that your records accurately reflect your dedication and hard work.

In adopting these strategies, you're not just reporting hours; you're contributing to a culture of 
accountability, transparency, and continuous improvement. So, report your hours with confidence, 
knowing that you're playing a crucial role in driving your team's success and validating your 
professional contributions.

2. Selecting the Perfect Tracking Method
Your work style is unique, and your time tracking method should reflect that. Identify the 
best approach to seamlessly integrate time tracking into your daily routine.

For Desktop Lovers
The desktop app is ideal for those who spend 
their days on a computer. With features like 
AutoTrack and notifications, it's designed to 
ensure your hours are captured accurately 
without interrupting your flow.

Web Version for Accessibility
The web version offers all the functionality you 
need to track your hours directly from your 
browser, complete with timely notifications, 
and without downloading any apps.

On-the-Go with the Mobile App
For those always in motion, the mobile app 
ensures you can log your hours from anywhere, 
at any time. It's perfect for fieldwork or roles 
that keep you away from a desk.

Seamless Integrations
Incorporate time tracking into the tools you 
already use with specific extensions or 
integrations, allowing for an uninterrupted 
workflow.

1. Planning Your Daily Schedule

Sync Your Calendar for Seamless Scheduling
Integrating your Google or Microsoft calendar with TrackingTime can transform how you 
manage your day. By syncing your calendar, you automatically block out time slots for 
calendar events, eliminating the hassle of manual entry. This not only saves you time but 
also ensures that every minute of your workday is accounted for accurately.

Quick Start Checklist:
> Sync your calendar account with TrackingTime
> Customize your settings to suit your workflow
> Enable the calendars you want to include

Mastering Scheduled Events
Scheduled events allow you to fill in your time entries in advance, helping you to structure 
your day and allocate your hours wisely. This proactive approach ensures that you're not 
just reacting to your day, but actively designing it for productivity.

Efficiency Checklist:
> Fill in the time entry form with details of your scheduled event

> Set the event to repeat if it's a recurring part of your schedule

> Save the entry as scheduled to lock in your commitment

We highly recommend dedicating time each week to plan ahead, blocking out time for both fixed 
commitments and deep work sessions. This not only guarantees that important tasks are not 
overlooked, but also provides you with a clear overview of your available time, allowing for more 
strategic decision-making when it comes to taking on new tasks or scheduling meetings.
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Plan Your Work and Work Your Plan
> Block Time for Tasks: Use scheduled events to allocate specific time blocks for tasks, 
ensuring you have a reserved time for focused work.
> Prioritize and Adjust: Prioritize tasks based on urgency and importance. Be flexible and 
adjust your schedule as necessary to accommodate for overruns or unexpected tasks.

Personalize Your Tracking Experience
> Customize Your Settings: Tailor notifications, reminders, and tracking settings to suit 
your preferences and work habits.
> Explore Integrations: Integrate TrackingTime with your stack (like Project Management 
or Spreadsheet tools) for a seamless workflow.
> Feedback Loop: Use insights from your tracking data to identify patterns, optimize your 
work processes, and improve time management.

Master Time Management
> Review Your Time Logs: Regularly analyze your logged time to understand where your 
hours are going. Look for trends or areas where efficiency can be improved.
> Set Time Tracking Goals: Challenge yourself to achieve certain benchmarks related to 
your time tracking accuracy or productivity levels.
> Adjust as Needed: Be open to changing your time tracking methods or routines as your 
work evolves or as you find ways to improve your efficiency.

By following these recommendations, you will navigate the initial challenges of adopting time 
tracking and eventually leverage it to gain a clearer understanding of your work patterns, improve 
productivity, and achieve a better work-life balance. Remember, the goal is not just to track time, but 
to make informed decisions based on the insights gained from it.


